A new algorithm for analysis of the homology in protein primary structure.
A new algorithm for analysis of the homology and genetic semihomology in protein sequence is described. It assumes the close relation between the compared amino acids and their codons in related proteins. The algorithm is based on the network of the genetic relationship between amino acids and, thus differs from the commonly used statistical matrices. The results obtained by using this method are more comprehensive than used at present, and reflect the actual mechanism of protein differentiation and evolution. They concern: (1) location of homologous and semihomologous sites in compared proteins; (2) precise estimation of insertion/deletion gaps in non-homologous fragments; (3) analysis of internal homology and semihomology; (4) precise location of domains in multidomain proteins; (5) estimation of genetic code of non-homologous fragments; (6) construction of genetic probes; (7) studies on differentiation processes among related proteins; (8) estimation of the degree of relationship among related proteins; (9) studies on the evolution mechanism within homologous protein families and (10) confirmation of actual relationship of sequences showing low degree of homology.